Lift off of Delayed Status / OOS within DARS Guidelines

Attend DARS Info Session
Complete shared referral form
Obtain needed releases for CPID/WIOA
Maintain Spreadsheet

Complete DARS Intake / Application

Complete DARS Eligibility Determination and place in Delayed Status / OOS

Refer from DARS to WIOA using "Referral for Enrollment Consideration"
provide DARS Certificate of Eligibility
if available provide assessments voc eval, IEP, accommodations

Complete VR / WIOA Info Session and orientation packet
(DARS or VCW Locations)

Complete WIOA Registration
(Individual or Group / DARS or VCW Locations)

Complete Preliminary Assessments
(DARS or VCW Locations)
Northstar Digital Literacy

Complete WIOA Application and Make Enrollment Selection and Assessments
i.e. Work Keys

Finalize training consideration and selection process

Develop DARS Service Plan

IRT
Case Coordination
Team meetings including Community Partners
based on consumers needs applicable to Employment/Service Plan